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Elisabet Ney 

Portrait of Lilley Haynie – 1902 

Elisabet Ney is the most famous sculptor to call Texas home and lived the latter part of her life in 

Austin, Texas.  Among other famous works, she created life-size marble statues of Sam Houston 

and Stephen Austin that reside at the State Capitol. This marble medallion is a portrait of a 

woman named Lilley Haynie, the sister of artist Nannie Huddle.  

Ney purchased property just north of Austin, Texas, and built a studio called Formosa, now the 

Elisabet Ney Museum. Here, Ney created incredible plaster and marble tributes to Texas 

revolutionaries and statesmen as well as majestic and imposing statues of mythical characters 

such as Lady Macbeth and Prometheus. 

Winchester Repeating Arms Co. 

1875 

Winchester Model 1873, a “One of One Thousand” Rifle 

.44-40-caliber 

This extremely rare gun is part of the Winchester Repeating Arms Company’s 1875 advertising 

campaign for the “One of One Thousand” rifles.  Winchester made just 136 of these best-of-the-

best rifles, out of some 720,000 total Model 1873’s produced. The price at the time for these 

guns was $100.  The company also created a “One of One Hundred” series, although this was 

less popular, despite being less expensive.  The gun was available in three variations: a 24” 

barrel rifle, a 20” barrel carbine, and a musket.  The carbine was the most popular of the 

variations. 

The Model 1873 repeating rifle, commonly referred to as “The Gun that Won the West,” was 

less expensive than other firearms at the time.  Parts of the gun could easily be swapped out for 

new ones, thanks to the systematic manufacture by Winchester Repeating Arms Company. This 

concept is called interchangeable parts and was developed by Eli Whitney (see the Whitneyville 

Armory Model 1-1/2 Rim Fire Pocket Revolver in this display). Winchesters were easy to use, 

maintain, and find ammunition for and thus were a favorite of ranchers, cowboys, homesteaders, 

and outlaws.  Winchester manufactured the Model 1873 from 1873 to 1919. 

The Winchester Repeating Arms Company began as a partnership between Horace Smith (1808 

– 1893) and Daniel Wesson (1825 – 1906) in Norwich, Connecticut.  They found some limited

success modifying and marketing the “Volition Repeating Rifle” in 1848.  In 1855, Smith and

Wesson sought venture capital from investors in order to begin producing their Volcanic lever-

action rifle and pistol designs.  They incorporated this new venture as the Volcanic Repeating

Arms Company.  The largest stockholder was Oliver Winchester (1810 – 1880), a businessman

and capital investor.  While the Volcanic pistol was quite successful, Smith and Wesson’s



Volcanic rifle was not.  The partners decided to split the company, changing the name of the 

pistol manufacturer to the Smith & Wesson Company and allowing the rifle division to go 

bankrupt.  Spotting a missed opportunity, Oliver Winchester purchased the rifle division and 

moved it in April 1857 to New Haven, Connecticut, as the New Haven Arms Company.  The 

company produced Henry rifles, among other less successful firearms. In 1866—the year that the 

first Winchester-brand rifle was produced—the company changed names again, this time to 

Winchester Repeating Arms.  This company produced now-legendary rifles until 1931, when, 

after overproduction during World War I and a decline in purchasing power during the Great 

Depression, the Western Cartridge Company bought out Winchester and reorganized as the 

Winchester-Western Company. 

SPUR COLLECTION: 

John R. McChesney (1866 – 1928) 

c. 1900

Gal-Leg Spurs with Foliate and Floral Overlay of Prairie Tulips

These spurs are half-mounted with a silver triangular inlay on the inside of the heel band. On the 

outside of the heel band are two silver spade inlays and a silver rectangle with a prairie tulip 

design in the middle. The gal-leg shanks feature silver patterned stockings. 

John R. McChesney began making spurs in 1887. He worked in several places before settling in 

Pauls Valley, Oklahoma, where in 1910 he opened a manufacturing facility. McChesney's spurs 

have a unique style that collectors can easily recognize, despite the fact that many of his spurs 

have no maker’s stamp. McChesney was imaginative in creating new spurs. He decorated his 

spurs with animal designs and could include synthetic gemstones. He was most famous for his 

“gal-leg” spurs. 

Maker unknown 

1885 

Charro Spurs with Silver Inlaid Rattlesnakes 

These spurs were made in Amozoc, Mexico, of iron and silver. The large pierced heel bands and 

shanks depict coiled rattlesnakes. 

Charro spurs began emerging in Amazoc, Mexico, during the 1860s. When the term originated, 

charro described a ranch cowboy. In modern Mexico, charros are gentlemen cowboys. They 

follow strict rules when dressing and behaving in charrería competitions. The features of charro 

spurs vary depending on their use, but classic charro spurs can be identified by wide sculpted 

heel bands, swinging buttons, and figure-eight shaped shanks.  



Cañon City Prison, Colorado 

n.d.

Swan Neck Prison Spurs

“Swan Neck” or “Gooseneck” spurs are characterized by the image of a bird along the shank and 

rowel pin of spurs. The head of the bird rests where the rowel pin is located and the neck makes 

up the shank. This particular pair of spurs includes a chap guard, and is decorated with diamond 

and vertical stripe inlays along the heel band. 

Some prisons during the 19th century were equipped with blacksmith tools and allowed inmates 

access to the shops. The prison at Cañon City, Colorado, was one such facility. Cañon City spur 

making reached a peak between the end of 19th century and the early-1930s. Some prisoners 

marked the spurs they made with their identification number. The spurs that were not marked are 

identifiable by details such as the style of chap guard or various aspects of the engraving.  

Kelly Bros. (1886 – 1976) 

1925 

Spurs with Arrow Shank and Heart-Shaped Buttons 

These spurs are made of steel and are half-mounted with silver heart-shaped buttons. Inlaid silver 

scrolls decorate the outside of the heel bands. The shanks are arrow-shaped and mounted with 

silver. 

Pascal Moreland Kelly was born in Childress, Texas, in 1866. In 1910 he began working for 

John McChesney at the facility in Pauls Valley, Oklahoma. He left the company in 1911 to begin 

his own company, Kelly Bros. He formed a partnership with Clyde Parker in 1912, changing the 

mark to Kelly Bros. & Parker (KB&P). This alliance dissolved in 1919. In 1924 Kelly moved the 

business to El Paso, Texas. He left his company in the 1930s briefly when he went to Mexico to 

work for the Ministry of Agriculture, leaving his brothers with the company. When he returned 

in 1939 the business was falling apart. He bought out his brothers and managed to recover. He 

and his sons controlled the company until 1965, when James Renalde bought it. Renalde and his 

son combined Kelly’s company with that of Oscar Crockett, forming Crockett & Kelly Inc. They 

continued making spurs until the business closed in 1980. 


